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An electronic transaction interface circuit routes transaction

data for processing using disparate electronic payment sys
tems. According to an example embodiment, a software
programmed computer interface circuit receives transaction
data from a point-of-sale device, and routes the data accord
ing to identifier data in the transaction data. Certain sets of
transaction data are routed directly to a payment network, and
other sets of transaction data are routed to an electronic pay
ment processing system that selects and routes data upon
disparate payment networks for each of a buyer and seller
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BUYER-SELLER INTERFACES AND
METHODS FOR DISPARATE NETWORK
SYSTEMS
RELATED PATENT DOCUMENTS

0001. This patent document claims the benefit, under 35
U.S.C. S 119(e), of U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser.
No. 60/991,410, entitled “Buyer-Seller Interfaces and Meth
ods for Disparate Network Systems' to Dickelman, Mark and
filed on Nov.30, 2007, which is fully incorporated herein by
reference as describing and illustrating Subject matter (in
part(s) or in its entirety) that can be practiced with the subject
matter disclosed herein.
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

0002 This invention relates generally to computer-auto
mated devices, systems and methods relating to data process
ing involving accounting records, and as an example, to sys
tems and methods for automated computer systems and
networks implemented as may be found in a control center of
a financial institution.
BACKGROUND

0003 Computer systems and networks that process data in
control centers for financial institutions have struggled to
keep up with the ever increasingly complex and expanding
variety of electronic transaction and accounting data, particu
larly as more and more transactions are carried out using
electronic payment, which is often a credit-based payment.
Electronic data used in effecting payment relates and leads up
to implementations of payment systems and associated pay
ment networks, which generally employ proprietary-type
processing functions and require relatively complex interac
tivity with electronic systems operated by entities for which
payment is processed (e.g., merchant point-of-sale (POS)
devices).
0004 Generally, associated payment networks involve
two primary components. The first component is a seller or
merchant access network (e.g., Elavon R.) that provides con
nection to the POS devices (e.g., directly or via merchant
internal networks) and identification of the type of payment
account (e.g., Visa R or Voyager(R). A second component
includes payment processing networks that process payment
instructions based on established agreements by parties par
ticipating in the processing of payment. Generally, these pay
ment processing networks are one of two different categories,
proprietary networks (e.g., Voyager R) or association net
works. Examples of association networks include the net
works provided by VISAR) and MASTERCARDR and/or the
particular acquiring/issuing banks. For a particular transac
tion, the operator of the association network controls the flow
of funds for the transaction. Often, this includes a fee that is

passed on to the seller, such as a percentage of the transaction.
The participating sellers have an agreement with the network
(e.g., VISA or MASTERCARD), but do not have a transac
tional relationship between one another with respect to the
association network transactions.

0005. These types of transactions have generally been
implemented by sellers having an existing relationship with a
particular bank, and often involve the use of a transaction card
or corresponding account involving one or more of a creditor
debit type of account structure. When a purchase is made, the
seller sends transaction information to the bank, which is
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Sometimes referred to as the acquiring bank. The acquiring
bank can forward payment information to another bank that
issued the buyer's account (e.g., a credit card issuer), which is
often referred to as an issuing bank. In many instances, pay
ment processing networks assign interchange fees for these
types of transactions. These fees are paid between the parties
based on the type of transaction, authentication and location,
and may be passed on to the seller.
0006 An example proprietary network involves a mer
chant-provided in-store credit or debit account (e.g., an
account provided by Target Corporation for use in purchasing
goods from a store operated thereby). A seller or a seller
contracted third party facilitates the settlement, authorization
and/or other functions associated with transactions involving
the in-store account. In some instances, sellers form bilateral

agreements with other sellers to allow use of a network by
multiple sellers and/or to coordinate the use of multiple net
works between multiple sellers. For instance, two department
stores may form an agreement to allow the use of a common
proprietary network cards/account at either store, or they may
allow use of two different proprietary network cards/accounts
(i.e., one from each store) at either store.
0007. A few networks are operated to allow a single
(multi-purpose) card (e.g., a physical transaction card with
data thereon, or a corresponding account) to provide access to
more than one related credit and/or debit type of account. The
card interfaces with a network that would otherwise support
one or more of the accounts, and a user of the card (card
holder) can designate a desired one of the accounts to use.
However, the buyer must still carry the multi-purpose card for
use and can only use the multi-purpose card at locations that
Support that particular card, and the transactions are generally
processed using the selected account and its related propri
etary-type of payment network.
0008. In this complex and ever expanding background of
various payment networks, consumers have an increasing
number of accounts from which they can access funds for
purchases (e.g., credit, debit, insurance, health-savings
accounts, money markets, investment and retirement). These
accounts can vary with respect to their respective fees, tax
implications, interest rates, limitations on withdraw amounts
and a number of other properties. Often the consumer is
forced to spend considerable time and effort to manage Such
accounts and associated transactions. For example, consider
able time and effort can be expended in determining how to
best apply specific transactions and/or purchased items to the
various accounts. In some instances, the actual implementa
tion of Such a determination can be just as difficult.
0009. Another challenge to the implementation and man
agement of transaction processing systems and, to some
degree, merchant-specific types of accounts relates to the lack
of volume of buyers (and/or sellers) that may be associated
with the systems and accounts. For instance, relatively small
merchants may find it difficult to promote and operate a
transaction account and related system where the Volume of
users is relatively low.
0010. The above and other matters remain challenging to
the implementation, operation and Sustained growth of card
and related types of accounts, and the electronic transactions
and interactions related to the same.
SUMMARY

0011. The present invention is exemplified in a number of
embodiments, implementations and applications, some of
which are summarized below.
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0012. According to an example embodiment, a software
programmed computer interface circuit is configured for use
in a system that facilitates electronic payment between sellers
providing goods or services to buyers paying for the goods or
services, the electronic payment being provided between dis
parate, autonomous payment networks of the buyers and sell
ers. The interface circuit includes an electronic interface input
circuit and a software-programmed computer routing circuit.
The electronic interface input circuit receives, from a seller
point-of-sale device and over at least one of the autonomous
payment networks, sets of transaction data for respective
transactions, each set of transaction data including a buyer
identifier, a seller identifier, and a transaction amount. The

Software-programmed computer routing circuit routes the

sets of transaction data for certain ones of the transactions to

a payment network for settlement between the buyer and
seller. The routing circuit also routes the sets of transaction
data for certain other ones of the transactions to an electronic

payment processing system for executing electronic payment
between a payment network for the buyer and a disparate,
autonomous payment network for the seller.
0013 Another example embodiment is directed to a com
puter-implemented method (e.g., executed algorithm) for use
in a system that facilitates electronic payment between sellers
providing goods or services to buyers paying for the goods or
services, the electronic payment being provided between dis
parate, autonomous payment networks of the buyers and sell
ers. The method includes receiving, from a seller point-of
sale device and over at least one of the autonomous payment
networks, sets of transaction data for respective transactions,
each set of transaction data including a buyer identifier, a
seller identifier, and a transaction amount. Sets of transaction

data for certain ones of the transactions are routed to a pay
ment network for settlement between the buyer and seller.
Sets of transaction data for certain other ones of the transac

tions are routed to an electronic payment processing system
for executing electronic payment between a payment network
for the buyer and a disparate, autonomous payment network
for the seller.

0014) Another example embodiment is directed to a com
puter-readable storage medium for storing electronic data
that, when executed by a software-programmed computer
processor circuit, causes the processor circuit to implement
the aforesaid steps.
0015. In connection with another example embodiment, a
computer-implemented system facilitates electronic payment
between sellers providing goods or services to buyers paying
for the goods or services. The payment is provided between
disparate payment networks of the buyers and sellers and the
buyers collectively using a plurality of electronic buyer iden
tifier types, each identifier type issued for use with one or
more payment networks. The system includes a plurality of
electronic data interfaces and a software-programmed com
puter routing circuit. The electronic data interfaces each
receive sets of electronic transaction data, each data set

including buyer identifier data, seller identifier data, and data
identifying a transaction amount, each interface accepting
data representing a respective subset of the buyer identifier
types. The Software-programmed computer routing circuit
routes the sets of electronic transaction data from the plurality
of interfaces to a routing circuit that routes the transaction
data to an electronic payment network that is different from
the one or more payment networks for which the electronic
identifier type is issued.
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0016. The above summary is not intended to describe each
illustrated embodiment or every implementation of the
present invention.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0017. The invention may be more completely understood
in consideration of the detailed description of various
embodiments of the invention that follows in connection with

the accompanying drawings, in which:
0018 FIG. 1A shows a system for implementing a trans
action using disparate seller and buyer networks, according to
an example embodiment of the present invention;
0019 FIG. 1B shows a system for implementing a trans
action using disparate seller and buyer networks, according to
another example embodiment of the present invention;
0020 FIG. 2 shows a block diagram for a system, accord
ing to another example embodiment of the present invention;
0021 FIG.3 shows a data flow diagram for network selec
tion, according to an example embodiment of the present
invention;

0022 FIG. 4 shows an electronic buyer-seller interface
system, according to another example embodiment of the
present invention; and
0023 FIG. 5 shows another buyer-seller interface system,
according to another example embodiment of the present
invention.

0024. While the invention is amenable to various modifi
cations and alternative forms, specifics thereof have been
shown by way of example in the drawings and will be
described in detail. It should be understood, however, that the

intention is not to limit the invention to the particularembodi
ments described. On the contrary, the intention is to cover all
modifications, equivalents, and alternatives falling within the
spirit and scope of the invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

0025. The present invention is believed to be applicable to
a variety of different types of transaction processing systems
and related integrated communications, management control,
and has been found to be particularly useful for applications
involving disparate, autonomous payment networks. While
the present invention is not necessarily limited to Such
approaches, various aspects of the invention may be appreci
ated through a discussion of various examples using these and
other contexts.

0026. A number of different embodiments of the present
invention are directed to one or more of the components and
methods described, in this document, in connection with dis

parate payment systems. A discussion of the overall system
functionality can be useful in understanding the individual
components and methods.
0027 Consistent with an example embodiment of the
present invention, an approach to processing payment
involves controlling interactions between disparate, autono
mous payment processing networks to process different pay
ment aspects for a common set of transaction data received
for a particular transaction. For instance, when a merchant
(i.e., seller) transmits point-of-sale purchase data including a
transaction amount and buyer's account data (e.g., obtained
from a credit-type or debit-type card or related account num
ber associated therewith), an integrated processor receives the
point-of-sale data and coordinates electronic funds transfers
with two or more of the autonomous networks. In this context,
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a single card or account can be used as a manner in which to
access a plurality of payment networks, and payment for a
common transaction can be effected using disparate, autono
mous networks that, absent the integrated processor, would
not otherwise be capable of communicating with one another.
In many aspects, such an approach involves interacting with
payment networks configured and operated for operating
independently, to respectively provide payment to a merchant
and effect settlement from a buyer, with these functions now
carried out via the integrated processor.
0028. These payment processing approaches are ame
nable to use in processing payment using a multitude of
different payment approaches and Scenarios involving one or
more accounts and participating networks for buyers, mer
chants or other transaction participants. For example, some
embodiments are directed to providing payment from a buyer
using a first payment processing network (e.g., a Elavon R
and/or VISAR) network as described above) to obtain account
information for the buyer, and providing settlement to a mer
chant using a different account (and its related payment net
work) for the buyer. Other embodiments are directed to using
different accounts and related payment networks for effecting
payment and for providing settlement for the buyer. Other
embodiments are directed to using different accounts and
related payment networks for collecting an initial pre-pay
ment (e.g., an immediate payment from a third party) for
collecting Subsequent payment from the buyer and, where
appropriate, for providing settlement for the pre-payment.
Still other embodiments are directed to providing payment
from a buyer using an account for the buyer and its related
payment processing network, and providing electronic funds
from the payment to a merchant account that uses a different
payment network. Other combinations of networks are also
used in connection with various embodiments.

0029. As should be appreciated, the central/integrated
processor can thus coordinate interactions between a multi
tude of different accounts and different payment networks,
and can do so using a single account for a particular transac
tion participant in order to access other accounts for the
participant. For instance in transaction involving the sale of
goods or services from a seller to a buyer, a payment network
can be selected for the buyer that is disparate from the pay
ment network used by seller by using a standardized card or a
proprietary network, or other buyer identification sufficient
upon which to authorize payment. This can be useful for
allowing a buyer to use a standardized card and a seller having
only access to (or preferring the use of) a proprietary network.
Payment authorization may involve an audit, which may
include comparing data from one or more of a buyer-based
audit, seller-based audit or an audit based upon a third party
operating the central/integrated processor. The results of the
audit can be provided to the selected networks and used, for
example as indication that the transaction can go forward
(e.g., validation regarding the transaction amount and
Source).
0030 Payment accounts and related networks are selected
using one or more of a variety of approaches. In some
embodiments, user profiles with any appropriate rules are
stored and used to identify and select an available account for
effecting payment for a transaction. These profiles (and rules)
can be stored for buyers and, as appropriate, sellers. In some
applications, an account and related payment network is
selected automatically using profiles and related rules. In
other instances, user input is obtained in order to select a
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payment account, to allow a buyer and/or seller to directly
select and control the use of a particular payment account. In
all of these instances, parties to a particular transaction need
not have direct knowledge of account and related payment
network for other parties to the transaction, and further do not
need to participate in any agreement with a payment network
used by another party. In addition, such approaches may be
carried out using a processor (e.g., a computer) that uses
profiles, rules and transaction information to selecting, rout
ing and otherwise implementing associated accounts and
related payment networks.
0031 While not necessarily limited thereto, various
embodiments are directed to the implementation of processor
arrangements and systems, consistent with discussion herein,
at financial institutions such as banking institutions that are
well Suited for making use of network and account access. For
instance, banking institutions have many existing interfaces
to payment networks, and many payment networks are linked
to accounts held at a banking institution. The payment net
works operate by transferring money to and from these
accounts, thereby completing transactions. Other payment
networks use local banking institutions as intermediaries to
transfer funds. The use of a bank can beneficial for a number

of reasons including, but not limited to, secured transactions,
federal insurance and relative stability; however, disparate
payment networks do not have automated mechanisms to
transfer funds therebetween.

0032. Aspects of the present invention, when imple
mented by a banking institution, can provide automated
access between such networks. In some instances, the trans

actions can be implemented with the transaction details being
transparent to the payment networks and/or the individual
participants. For example, an individual participant could
identify a desired payment network to use without requiring
that a front-end payment network (e.g., the payment network
associated with the POS transaction) have a pre-existing
bilateral agreement with a desired payment network. A spe
cific example of Such an instance involves a buyer's use of a
credit card to implement a POS transaction. Consistent with
one implementation of the present invention, credit card
transaction data is received by a banking institution, which
can use a payment routing network to select a payment net
work, other than apayment network associated with the credit
card, to complete the transaction. Accordingly, the aspects of
the present invention can be particularly useful for providing
a centralized routing system that operates using existing
autonomous and disparate payment networks. Moreover,
these approaches may be carried out using an identification of
a user, be that based upon a particular payment account (e.g.,
a credit card) or based upon another form of identification
(e.g., a mobile phone account or a state-issued identification
card (e.g., driver's license), where payment is carried out
using a wholly different payment account. That is, once a
buyer is identified into the system, using one or more of a
multitude of identification approaches, payment accounts and
networks can be selected and implemented independent from
any manner in which that buyer is identified. Seller accounts
and networks can be similarly selected.
0033 Turning now to the figures, FIG. 1A shows a system
100 for processing transactions using disparate payment pro
cessing networks, according to various example embodi
ments of the present invention. The system 100 can be oper
ated in accordance with one or more of the above-discussed

electronic payment and transaction processing systems and
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approaches, as well as those discussed in connection with the
figures and those claimed. In these contexts, disparate buyer
and seller networks may involve networks operating on dif
ferent accounts that are not recognized or otherwise acces
sible by other respective buyer and/or seller networks that
operate with the system 100, and can be respectively used in
processing electronic payment for a transaction using two or
more of the disparate networks.
0034. When electronic transaction information is received
(e.g., from a merchant's point-of-sale device), the system 100
identifies the buyer in the transaction and determines whether
payment for a transaction is appropriate using a set of rules
embodied and processed in a financial control system 116.
For instance, when a buyer wishes to purchase goods and
services from a seller (merchant), the buyer can provide
account information Such as a credit card number to a the

seller either physically (i.e., at a store) or electronically when
purchasing over the Internet. This information is captured
together with sufficient information to identify transaction
aspects (e.g., an amount), and is provided to the system 100,
which uses the information to approve and otherwise process
the payment for the transaction inaccordance with the buyer's
account rules.

0035. A buyer/seller transaction capture interface 109
captures data for transactions between buyers and sellers
using, for example, a network-based interface (e.g., operating
over the Internet) and/or a merchant/seller point-of-sale
device that captures account information from a buyer (e.g.,
using an identification card, credit card or debit card). Where
a point-of-sale device is used to interact with a buyer, the
interaction may simply involve allowing the buyer's card to
be swiped, or involve a more complex acquisition of other
inputs or selections from the buyer. Numerous other inter
faces can also be implemented in accordance with these
embodiments, with some of these interfaces and related

approaches discussed in further detail herein.
0036. The data captured by the interface 109 varies
depending upon the application, and generally includes data
pertinent to effecting payment for a transaction, such as iden
tification for a buyer and a seller (and/or their respective
accounts), as well as a transaction amount for payment.
Where appropriate, other transaction data Such as time
stamps, transaction type (e.g., Internet purchase, storefront
purchase, utility payments or gasoline purchases), a type of
goods or services sold, or security information is also cap
tured. Exemplary types of security information that may be
provided with the transaction data include personal pin num
bers, biometric data, passwords, Social security numbers and
interactive authentication data received via an external com

munication device Such as via email or a cellular phone.
0037. An account selection processor 150 uses the cap
tured data together with profiles and business rules to select
buyer and seller account/payment systems and input the
selections to system selection processors 112 and 113, via
inputs 114 and 115. The system selection processors 112 and
113 respond to the inputs by respectively selecting buyer and
seller account processors 160 and 170, which each respec
tively interact with an autonomous payment network. The
buyer and seller account processors 160 and 170 respectively
interact with payment networks for the particular account for
which transactions are processed to process payment from a
buyer and provide funds to a seller, less any associated trans
action fees. Fee calculation and/or collection may involve, for
example, applying standard network fees (e.g., credit card
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basis points, cost-per-use fee, interest and/or float costs),
system implementer cost and associated fees, and fees corre
sponding to write-offs (e.g., due to disputes and underwrit
ing).
0038. Each of the account selection, system selection and
buyer/seller account processor functions may be imple
mented using, for example, one or more processors that are
local and/or separate from one another, and that execute code
to carry out the account and system selection and related
interaction as appropriate. Account/system selection deci
sions can thus be made using one or more of a variety of
criteria including those discussed above.
0039. A financial control system 116 selectively interacts
with one or more of the account selection processor 150 and
the buyer and seller account processors 160 and 170 to control
financial aspects of transactions. The control system 116 thus
may control one or more of auditing for payment authoriza
tion or other purposes, fraud detection (e.g., by monitoring
activity), fee calculation, compliance with government or
other rules/laws, and other related functions. Moreover, this

control may be effected using interaction with one or both of
the account selection processor 150, buyer processor 160 and
seller processor 170, and may further involve modifying
aspects of transactions according to such auditing, fraud,
compliance and other conditions.
004.0 Interaction with buyer and seller payment networks
via processors 160 and 170 varies depending upon the appli
cation. In some instances, the interface passes transaction
data for approval/authorization, Such as by passing a transac
tion amount to a buyer's payment network, and interacts with
seller systems (e.g., a point-of-sale terminal) to approve
transactions based upon a response from the buyer's network.
In these contexts, and as may be implemented in a manner
consistent with the above discussion made prior to the intro
duction of FIG. 1A, the system 100 can be used to provide
interaction between disparate buyer and seller payment net
works, and a transaction source Such as a merchant point-of
sale device or related network-based device. These interac

tions may be carried out in a manner that would, for example,
otherwise not be possible with various networks on the buyer
and/or seller sides operating using proprietary processing
functions and related programming that are otherwise not
amenable to interactive payment processing.
0041 As discussed above, a variety of transactions may be
carried out using disparate payment networks using the sys
tem 100. In one use-case scenario, a buyer purchasing goods
from a merchant uses her credit card at a merchant's store by
Swiping the credit card through the merchant's card reader.
Electronic data from the reader is sent to the interface 109

together with data identifying the seller and an amount for the
transaction. The interface 109 provides the electronic data to
the account selection processor 150, which uses profiles to
identify the buyer and merchant, and business rules to select
respective accounts. For instance, the buyer may specify that
payments be drawn from her debit card account for transac
tions at or below S50, and that payments be drawn from her
credit card account for transactions above S50. These

accounts may or may not have a bearing upon the credit card
Swiped at the merchant. The merchant may similarly specify
(in its business rules) a particular payment network and
related account to use for receiving payment from the buyer.
The account selection processor 150 accordingly selects an
account based upon any such rules, and provides an input
(114, 115) to respective system selection processors (112.
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113), which select an appropriate account processor to inter
act with respective payment networks to carry out the buyer
and merchant sides of the electronic transaction.

0042 FIG.1B shows a system 101 for transaction process
ing and operation in a manner similar to that shown in and
discussed in connection with the system 100 in FIG. 1A,
according to another example embodiment of the present
invention. The system 101 includes a buyer interface 102 and
a seller interface 104, which may be distinct or part of a
common arrangement, and which respectively capture buyer
and seller transaction data. The buyer interface may include a
computer operating on the Internet to receive account data
from the buyer, thus involving distinct and common aspects
including a buyer's Internet access appliance and a seller's
server. A seller's interface may include a point-of-sale card
reading device and accompanying system, which may also
effectively interface with the buyer either by simply allowing
the buyer to Swipe a transaction card (e.g., debitor credit card)
or identification, or by acquiring other inputs or selections
from the buyer. Numerous other interfaces can also be imple
mented in accordance with these embodiments, with Some of

these interfaces and related approaches discussed in further
detail herein.

0043 A transaction data capture processor 103 effectively
collects and/or provides data including buyer identification
105, seller identification 107 and transaction data 106 includ

ing a transaction amount. Where appropriate, the transaction
data 106 includes other transaction information such as time

Stamps, transaction type, type of goods or services sold, or
security information. Exemplary types of security informa
tion that may be provided with the transaction data 106
include personal pin numbers, biometric data, passwords,
Social security numbers and interactive authentication data
received via an external communication device Such as via

Internet-based email, a mobile phone or other handheld
device.

0044) The buyer and seller IDs are respectively used for
selecting buyer and seller accounts at 108 and 109, which
respectively provide that information to system selection and
routing processors 108 and 109, which route and process
accounts payable and accounts receivable types of electronic
data to one of a variety of disparate buyer and seller account
systems 117 and 118. For example, as discussed above in
FIG. 1A, each of the respective buyer and seller accounts may
be selected by retrieving a profile for the participant and using
the retrieved profile, together with any business rules, to
select an appropriate payment network. In some instances,
the selected network can be determined without knowledge of
the other participant, Such as by selecting a payment network
from which to draw funds (or debit) for a buyer, irrespective
of the seller's selected payment network by which it expects
to receive payment. In other instances, the selection of a
payment network for a particular transaction participant (e.g.,
a buyer) involves also using a profile of the other participant
(e.g., a buyer), for purposes Such as cost savings or security.
For instance, a particular network may be selected because a
seller has a favorable bilateral agreement with a network that
is usable by a buyer transacting with the seller.
0045. In some embodiments, transaction data 1057106/
107 is packaged for sending to two different networks, with
each network receiving selective information that is propri
etary to that network's account or accounts having a bearing
upon the transaction. The system 101 separates buyer and
seller information (e.g., identification and/or security data)
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from one another, so that each network receives only that
information pertinent to payment approval and/or processing
at that network. In this context, the system 101 maintains the
confidentiality of account information while allowing dispar
ate networks to function in accordance with their approval
and/or processing schemes.
0046. In some implementations, the selected buyer and
seller account systems (at 117, 118) interact, through the
system 101, for communicating electronic payment data 180
for effecting a funds transfer from a buyer's account into a
sellers account. As part of the funds transfer, the funds may be
temporarily stored in an effective holding type of account
185, or may be provided by the system 101 before drawn from
a buyer's system (e.g., early payment to the seller) with the
system 101 collecting funds from the buyer at a later time.
0047. In other embodiments, a buyer or seller may use
different payment systems for different types of transactions.
For example, a buyer may specify that a payment for a par
ticular transaction be made from a first account and related

payment network (e.g., a retailer's transaction card), such that
the buyer's account with that retailer is charged. The buyer
may then further specify that funds to cover the payment be
provided to the first account from a second account, such that
the buyer has effectively settled with the first account for the
transaction amount, and now carries a balance for the cover

ing funds on the second account. Other uses of different
accounts in different manners are similarly carried out for
different embodiments, using profiles and/or business rules as
appropriate.
0048 Payment and settlement between networks, such as
those discussed above in connection with FIG. 1A and with

FIG. 1B, can be accomplished using a number of different
payment and settlement processes. In some embodiments,
disparate networks directly communicate with one another
where the networks have abilateral agreement with one other.
Transactional data received by each network can be used to
reconcile the debit and credits for a transaction by, for
example, matching a transaction identifier received by each
network. Electronic funds transfer for these approaches can
be carried out immediately during transaction processing, or
on a periodic basis (e.g., daily). Where the networks directly
communicate, they may employ different settlement options
depending upon the implementation. The overall system can
use network profiles and/or business rules to determine if the
networks are compatible, and if so, which settlement rules to
implement. In this context a system (e.g., 101) can provide
participating networks with data Sufficient to allow an appro
priate funds transfer for transaction(s) involving each other.
Such data may include, for example, an identification of
settlement protocols to use, communication methods, or fee
calculations. This can be particularly useful for networks that
do not have explicit bilateral agreements with one another, but
nonetheless, desire to effect electronic funds transfers for

payment and/or settlement directly with one another.
0049. In another example, one or more third parties is used
to effect settlement. For instance, a financial entity Such as a
bank can collect from a buyer network while crediting a seller
network, and reconciles the collected and credited amounts.

This approach can be particularly useful for facilitating trans
actions between networks that are either incompatible or
unwilling to interface directly with one another. In another
example, seller and buyer networks may be the same network,
thus not requiring interaction to effect payment or settlement.
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0050 Each selected network processes transactions
according to the network's respectively established protocols.
In Some cases this includes the billing and reporting functions
to the buyer and/or seller participating in transactions. For
example, a credit card network can send a statement to the
buyer that includes transaction amounts for a periodic cycle,
and the buyer is then obligated to repay the proper party
within the credit card network. Likewise, the seller could be

credited for the value of the transaction through an appropri
ate network and notified of the transaction details using a
transaction statement/report (mailed, online or otherwise).
0051. In a particular embodiment, a portion of one or both
systems 100 and 101 is implemented to facilitate population
of the system with buyers and/or sellers, who can then trans
act using one or more accounts and related to which the
system has access. In some applications, this population
approach involves using a database of eligible buyers and/or
sellers to identify potential new participants in the system,
who are notified of their eligibility using an acceptable
mechanism. For example, a purchase placed by a buyer who
is a participant in a network associated with the system can be
detected and used to contact and invite the buyer to partici

pate.

0052 Once information is obtained, the population sys
temperform one or more of a number of different actions with
this information. For instance, the identified buyer can be
immediately notified of their eligibility, such as by notifying
the buyer or seller of the option before a transaction is com
pleted. In some instances, the buyer is notified of options
involving potential savings or other incentives available to the
buyer should he or she choose to participate. Such options
may involve using one or more preferred accounts associated
with a network other than the network that would otherwise

be used by the buyer in the instant transaction. In another
instances, the buyer is notified after a transaction has taken
place. Such as through a targeted mailing or email communi
cation. In still other instances, the buyer is notified of options
in conjunction with a Subsequent statement or bill.
0053 FIG. 2 shows a block diagram for a network selec
tion system for selecting and implementing disparate elec
tronic payment networks of different accounts and related
networks, according to another example embodiment of the
present invention. Users of the system, represented by user
202 by way of example, access the system through a buyer
seller interface, with interfaces 204 and 205 shown by way of
example, respectively connecting to internal network 206 and
external network 207.

0054) The network 206 directly connects the buyer-seller
interface 204 to the system 200, and may involve an access
network that is operated by an entity operating the system
200. For example, the system 200 may be operated by a bank
that provides debit card services in addition to (or along with)
the disparate payment network functionality. When a buyer
uses such a debit card, the system 200 can identify whether or
not the buyer is a participant of the disparate network systems
and act accordingly, or otherwise interface with an appropri
ate card to identify the buyer for effecting payment.
0055. The network 207 connects the buyer-seller interface
205 to the system 200 by way of an external connection, in
that network 207 is independently operated (e.g., implements
disparate processing and communication functions). In this
context, the network 207 may be implemented as a propri
etary network Such as a network associated with credit cards,
debit cards or prepaid cards, and sends data for transactions
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involving participating sellers to the system 200. The network
207 is thus functions to process transactions independent
from the system 200 completely (e.g., by processing a credit
card transaction involving a buyer and merchant who are both
participants in the specific credit card system).
0056. For each of the various participants in the system
200, data for electronic approval and payment of transactions
is routed to a selected one of a multitude of payment net
works, with payment networks 220 and 222 shown by way of
example. The selected network is controlled or otherwise
interacted with by the operator of system 200, by one or more
differententities, or by a combination thereof. A virtual wallet
processor 212 executes the selection of an appropriate
account and related network for buyers. This virtual wallet
approach facilitates buyer access to a number of different
accounts held at a number of different networks, in essence

allowing a buyer to select between different payment options
without needing to use the specific identification card (e.g.,
credit cards and prepaid cards) associated with the selected
network.

0057 The virtual wallet processor 212 selects a buyer
network using buyer profile data 216, which can include a
variety of information relating to the identification and selec
tion of accounts. In some embodiments, the profile data
includes a predetermined selection (e.g., made by the buyer)
of a buyer network to use, or a set of data upon which account
selection may be based (e.g., based upon the type of identifi
cation used in the transaction, buyer account status, type of
transaction, amount of transaction or data related to the
seller).
0058. In other embodiments, the profile data specifies that
the buyer be provided options by which a network can be
selected, in which instance the virtual wallet processor 212
provides the options via one or more of a variety of
approaches, ranging from the use of Internet-based access,
communication with a seller interface terminal, or mobile

device (e.g., phone) communications. For example, the pro
file data can be used to determine the networks that are avail

able to the buyer and provide that data to the buyer for selec
tion of the appropriate network. This can be done in real time
(e.g., using merchant interface) or at a future point in time
(e.g., through other communication, such as over the Inter
net). Available accounts presented for selection to the buyer
may be presented together with information regarding the
differences between selecting different accounts, such as
associated fees, discounts or incentive programs, thereby
allowing the buyer to make an informed decision.
0059 A seller network selection processor 214 selects a
seller network in a manner that may, for example, be similar
to the selection of a buyer network. In some instances, the
seller network is predetermined (e.g., by the seller), and in
another instances, the seller network is selected using seller
profile criteria, and in other instances is selected in response
to input from the seller.
0060. In some embodiments, the system 200 includes a
population system 210 that populates the system with active
and possible (or approved) participants including buyers who
have accounts associated with networks that can be accessed

via system 200. The population system 210 uses a database of
information regarding potential participants to target those
potential participants who have accounts amenable to use
with the system 200 and/or are likely to participate. The
population system 210 may select an approach to contacting
potential participants, such as by direct mailing, email noti
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fication, notification on a billing or other statement or a direct
telephone call. These and other approaches may be carried
out in a manner similar to that discussed above in connection

with other population approaches.
0061 The systems and approaches described above and
shown in FIG. 1A, FIG. 1B and in FIG. 2 are amenable to

implementation with a variety of different payment networks,
point-of-sale acquisition devices and related operational

characteristics. Moreover, various embodiments are directed

to select aspects of the systems shown in the figures, and can
thus be implemented using less than all of the shown compo
nents. In some embodiments, a Software-programmed com
puter interface circuit is configured for use in a system that
facilitates electronic payment between sellers providing
goods or services to buyers paying for the goods or services,
the electronic payment being provided between disparate,
autonomous payment networks of the buyers and sellers. The
interface circuit includes an electronic interface input circuit
and a software-programmed computer routing circuit (e.g., an
interface 204-205, as may be implemented with one or both of
100 and 101). The electronic interface input circuit receives,
from a seller point-of-sale device and over at least one of the
autonomous payment networks, sets of transaction data for
respective transactions, each set of transaction data including
a buyer identifier, a seller identifier, and a transaction amount.
The Software-programmed computer routing circuit routes
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files from a database322 is used together with the transaction
information 302 to select an appropriate account, and seller
data 324 identifying the selected account and including
appropriate transaction information is passed to the routing
system 310. For instance, in some embodiments, the seller
data 324 includes data for effecting an electronic funds trans
fer or other approach for providing funds from the source
account 316. The routing system 310 passes the seller data
324 to a selected destination network/account 314 processing
block (or corresponding system), which carries out appropri
ate seller functions.

0065. The routing system 310 can thus route transaction
data to both source and destination networks, which can over

lap. For instance, a buyer and seller can both hold accounts in
a proprietary network that processes prepaid transaction
cards. For such instances, the selected Source network could
be the same or different from the selected destination network

(e.g., relative to funds transfer), as specified via routing pro
file information or otherwise). In some embodiments, the
routing system 310 includes separate and distinct routing
systems respectively implemented for source and destination
network routing (i.e., for buyer and seller network routing).
0066. In another embodiment, a third party can collect
from the source network while crediting the destination net
work, thereby executing electronic funds transfer for the

the sets of transaction data for certain ones of the transactions

transaction between the networks without a direct transfer or
communication between the Source and destination net

to a payment network for settlement between the buyer and
seller (e.g., to an external network 207). The routing circuit

works. This approach can be implemented, for example,
where two disparate source and destination networks cannot

also routes the sets of transaction data for certain other ones of

the transactions to an electronic payment processing system
for executing electronic payment between a payment network
for the buyer and a disparate, autonomous payment network
for the seller (e.g., routes to an internal network 206, as may
be implemented with systems 100 and 101).
0062 FIG.3 shows a data flow diagram for an approach to
electronic payment network selection and interaction,
according to another example embodiment of the present
invention. A virtual-wallet block 304 uses transaction infor

mation 302 together with buyer profiles 306 to generate or
otherwise provide transaction data 308 including purchase
data (e.g., a transaction amount and buyer account number),
and information identifying a selected network and/or
account information. Generally, the transaction information
302 is received from one or both of a seller and buyer partici
pating in a transaction, Such as via merchant-operated point
of-sale devices, and includes data identifying the seller, buyer
and the transaction amount.

0063 A routing system 310 receives and effectively routes
the data 308 to a selected funding source network/account
processing block 316 (or corresponding system), either by
simply passing data or by configuring, altering and/or adding
to the data 308 in a manner that is amenable to processing
with the selected funding source, in accordance with the
buyer and/or seller and the particular transaction. The
selected network/account processing block 316 processes the
routed information accordingly, by recording or withdrawing
funds against a buyer's account, and by making those funds
available to effect payment to the seller.
0064. The transaction information 302 is also used to
select a seller network/account system at block 320, with the
information 302 received through block 316 and/or from the
routing system 310, with one or both of serial and parallel
communications approaches. Information Such as seller pro

communicate with one another or when Such communication

is undesirable. The third party effectively interacts with each
network relatively independently, and the respective source
and destination networks can then handle funds transfer (pay
ment/settlement) with the buyer and seller.
0067 FIG. 4 shows a buyer-seller interface arrangement
403 for selective routing between disparate systems or a
single system, according to another example embodiment of
the present invention. The arrangement 403 may, for
example, be implemented in connection with other embodi
ments discussed herein and shown in the figures (e.g., as
interface 103 in FIG. 1B). The interface arrangement 403 uses
a number of buyer identifiers as shown at 402 to identify
buyers and, more particularly, their respective accounts.
These identifiers (e.g., numbers or other data) may pertain to
credit cards, debit cards, prepaid cards, bank accounts,
checks, identification cards, radio-frequency identification
devices and Smart cards, as well as identifiers relating to
Social security numbers and telephone numbers. Thus, a vari
ety of approaches may be used to identify a particular account
for a buyer for a transaction.
0068 Buyer identifiers are captured at blocks 404-N to
identify buyers participating in transactions, using one or
more of a variety of approaches. One Such capture approach
involves using a card Such as a credit card oran identification
card bearing data using a magnetic strip, a circuit chip, a bar
code or other approach. Another capture approach involves
using an input from a buyer, Such as a keyed-in account oran
account otherwise made accessible via stored data and buyer
authorization to access and use that stored data. These meth

odologies can be useful for allowing the use of existing seller
buyer interface technology. For example, the buyer can sim
ply present a credit card, or an account number associated
with the card, to a merchant that passes the information along
for use in capturing an identification of the buyer.
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0069. After the buyer identifier is captured at one of blocks
404-N, a routing decision block 406 makes a decision as to
how to route, or process, data for a transaction involving the
identified buyer, with the data generally including the buyer
identifier, the transaction amount and, in Some instances, an

identification of the seller. For instance, where a single net
work 414 is used (e.g., where the buyer and seller both par
ticipate in a common payment network or a closed network),
transaction data 412 is routed to the network using a single
network interface 410. This approach is amenable to imple
mentation with a transaction card operating on a proprietary
network that is associated with the card, with the transaction

data 412 being routed directly to the proprietary network.
0070. Where disparate networks are to be used respec
tively for the buyer and seller sides of a transaction, the
routing decision block 406 routes separate seller (416) and
buyer (418) transaction data to a disparate network selector
block 450. Appropriate networks are then selected at block
450, respectively for the seller (receiving) and buyer (paying)
sides of an electronic funds transfer. Where appropriate, the
selector block 450 also effects appropriate data and other
configuration to configure the transaction data 412, and any
corresponding data from each respective system, so that the
data is amenable to use at the appropriate networks. In these
and other contexts, the selector block 450 may, for example,
be implemented in a manner similar to that described with
Selector 150 above.

0071. In many contexts, the buyer/seller interface system/
approach shown in FIG. 4 can be useful for allowing back
ward compatibility to participants of preexisting networks
and at the same time being compatible to participations of the
disparate network system. This system/approach can also be
useful for allowing participants of the disparate network sys
tem to use preexisting buyer identifiers to access the disparate
network system.
0072. In a more particular embodiment, the routing deci
sion block 406 is implemented separately for buyer and seller
sides of transactions, such that one of the buyer and seller can
use the single network 414, while the other uses the disparate
network system. In Such an embodiment, transaction infor
mation can be sent to the single network 414 as well as the
disparate network selection block 450 to allow for electronic
funds transfer involving both the single network and the net
work selected at block 450. In one implementation, a third
party identifier is sent to the single network 414 to identify a
disparate network system used by the other of the seller and
buyer. For example, seller-side transaction data may be sent to
the single network, while buyer-side transaction data is sent to
the disparate network system. A single network credits the
buyer's account for the value of the transaction. The credit can
be settled by collecting from the third party such as a financial
institution. Buyer transaction data is sent to a selected buyer
network, which can be disparate from the single network. The
selected buyer network debits the appropriate account and
provides a credit to the third party.
0073. Another implementation involves sending data
identifying a selected disparate network to the single network
414, with the single network 414 in turn using that informa
tion in effecting funds transfer. For instance, if seller transac
tion data is to be sent to the single network 414 (i.e., the
seller's account is on the single network), while buyer trans
action data is to be sent to a disparate network system, the
disparate network system can send the selected buyer net
work information back to the buyer/seller interface, which in
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turn sends this information to the single network. The
selected buyer network and single, seller network can then
perform settlement according to established bilateral agree
ments, or through the system 403.
0074 According to another embodiment, the routing deci
sion block 406 uses feedback from one or more disparate
network systems in selecting one of the systems to use for a
particular transaction. In such embodiment, transaction data
can be sent to one or more disparate network systems, which
applies appropriate user profiles and/or business rules to the
transaction data in responding the interface 403, and the
response is used in making a routing decision.
0075. In a particular embodiment, routing decision block
406 is carried out entirely at (and as part of) the buyer/seller
interface 403. The routing decision can be made based upon
a number of factors, such as the type of buyer identifier used,
seller and/or buyer input to the interface, or profile and busi
ness rule information for the seller and/or buyer.
0076 FIG. 5 shows another buyer-seller interface arrange
ment 503 according to an example embodiment of the present
invention. As with arrangement 403 in FIG. 4, arrangement
503 may be implemented in connection with other embodi
ments, such as those described with interface 103 above.

When buyers make purchases, they use buyer identifiers 502
which may include one or more of variety of identifiers, such
as those discussed above, carried by a transaction card, chip
or otherwise provided. For instance, at least some of these
identifiers may correspond to a type of identifier that is issued
for use with a particular payment network; for example,
VISAR) credit cards issued for use with the VISAR) payment
network or proprietary cards issued for use with a correspond
ing proprietary payment network. As discussed above. Such
identifier types allow the buyer to use their identifier in mak
ing purchases, while not necessarily requiring that the pur
chase be made using an account associated with the identifier
(i.e., a buyer account identifier can be used to identify a buyer
and correspondingly select a different account and related
payment network for payment processing).
(0077 Buyer-seller interfaces 506-N each accept one or
more buyer identifier types as exemplified by acceptance
matrix 504, and generate transaction data using the identifier
types and related transaction information (e.g., price and
seller identification). The interfaces 506 send the generated
transaction data to front-end system interfaces 508, which in
turn route the transaction data, directly and/or by configuring
or processing the data (as shown at blocks 510-M), to one of
a plurality of payment processing networks via disparate
network router system 512/513 (e.g., similar to 112/113
above). Routing may accordingly be carried out in a manner
similar to that discussed, for example, in connection with
FIG. 4 above.

0078. The selection criteria used in selecting buyer and/or
seller accounts in accordance with various embodiments dis

cussed above may include a variety of other characteristics.
For instance, account selection can factor in the type of buyer
identification used, and may be different depending upon
whether the buyer uses a credit card, a gift card, a mobile
phone or some other identification. The selection criteria can
also factor in balances in the buyer's accounts, such as by
ensuring that a minimum or maximum (fixed or relative)
balance is maintained in a certain account. The selection

criteria may also involve ensuring that a certain dollaramount
is not exceeded for extended credit. Other selection criteria

involve an amount offees that would be assessed for particu
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lar network and transaction options, such that a buyer can
avoid accounts for which higher fees may apply, or to other
wise ensure that a transaction is processed as economically as
possible. In another instances, account interest rates are used
as selection criteria, which can be useful for avoiding the use
of accounts having high interest rates. Other criteria relate to
the total fees due to financial transactions necessary between
selected buyer and seller accounts (e.g., to reduce and/or
minimize fees). Still other criteria specify that the use of
multiple accounts is undesirable or limited where possible,
which can be helpful for simplifying a buyer's billing and
payment options.
0079. The selection of a seller network can also be based
upon a number of different criteria, including seller profiles
and business rules as discussed above, as well as other criteria

similar to that discussed above. For instance, rules may
specify that a certain account be used under certain conditions
relating to such criteria. Example criteria include a transac
tion amount, transaction type, expected fees, a comparison of
the seller's available networks, the type of seller (e.g., Internet
seller, department store or utility company) and/or the buyer's
information (e.g., the buyer's available networkS/accounts,
credit rating or account balances). Other criteria is based upon
an assumption of risk for the transaction, such as in applica
tions where certain networks underwrite the transaction and

thereby assume responsibility for disputes, while other net
works pass liability for all disputes directly to the seller. Other
criteria relate to the buyer's reliability (or lack thereof). Still
other criteria includes information regarding account bal
ances in a particular network, such that a seller having a
negative account balance can apply funds received from a
buyer to that account (e.g., where the selleruses an account to
both make and receive payments). Account consolidation is
another type of criteria, which can be implemented to sim
plify the number of accounts that a particular seller has to
monitor and use.

0080 Transaction data is submitted to selected payment
networks (e.g., for the authorization or the actual transaction
and facilitation of payment) by Submitting third party data
(e.g., the system implementer) in place of the buyer data, Such
that the third party is used by the payment network for autho
rization/approval. Thus, the selected network will receive the
funds to be credited to the seller from the third party, which in
turn collects settlement from a buyer for the funds credited. In
Some implementations, information about the buyer's net
work is Submitted and used for authorization/approval as
discussed above. In both embodiments, data is appropriately
formatted to match the selected seller network.

0081. Settlement for payments using credit extended to a
buyer can be implemented in a number of different manners.
In some applications, a selected seller network receives pay
ment directly from a buyer's account that is held within the
buyer network. The selected seller network and related
account provides a statement to seller noting the payment. In
another example, a third party (e.g., the implementer of a
system such as system 100 or 101) can provide a statement to
the seller, with payment processed accordingly. The collec
tion of funds from the buyer can be effected using a bilateral
agreement between a buyer network and the selected seller
network, or facilitated by a third party (e.g., the system imple
menter as above), which allows for the networks to establish
a suitable settlement option between themselves.
0082 In various embodiments, credit and/or debit func
tions are delayed to allow for future approval and/or future
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payment/settlement selection options. For instance, a third
party system operator may hold transaction data and/or funds
for a period of time before forwarding the transactional data
to the selected network. Transactions can be authorized prior
to network selection, which is useful, for example, when a
buyer is purchasing goods from a merchant. During the delay
period of time, participating buyers and sellers can select an
appropriate network.
I0083. A specific embodiment of the present invention is
implemented for use with buyers who subscribe to mobile
phone services provided by a mobile phone service provider.
In some implementations, the buyer uses the mobile phone
and/or mobile phone account to effect a transaction, and
based upon the buyer's account with the mobile phone service
provider, a number of payment and settlement options are
provided to the buyer. One settlement option includes charg
ing the buyer's mobile phone account for a purchase, which
can be useful for consolidating charges that the buyer makes
with the mobile phone services into a single account and
resulting bill. The mobile phone account can be selected as
discussed above, such that the mobile phone and related
account need not be used as an identification source (e.g., a
phone user's credit card may be used). Other settlement
options include using other accounts for the buyer as dis
cussed above, which can alleviate the need for the buyer to
carry additional account information (e.g., he or she simply
needs to carry a mobile phone, and does not need to carry
credit cards, debit cards or other account information).
I0084 Buyer identifiers that can be used with these mobile
phone-based approaches include, for example, an external
identifier such as acredit card number, oran internal identifier

Such as the buyer's mobile phone number. Applications
involving a mobile phone account canthus be implemented in
connection with above approaches, such as those described in
connection with FIG. 1A and with FIG. 1B, with the buyer's
mobile phone account being a possible selection for transac
tion processing and/or provision/collection of funds, with the
mobile phone number being an example buyer identification.
I0085. In some instances, the mobile phone is used to make
purchases, such as downloads, Internet purchases for prod
ucts and/or services, or gasoline and department store pur
chase, with the mobile phone effectively acting as an interface
and/or identification device (e.g., similar to a credit card). In
such instances, the mobile phone identifier can be provided
automatically by the mobile phone device or inputted manual
by the buyer, with automatically provided identifiers imple
mented, for example, according to an available buyer-seller
interface. In one application, an encrypted authorization code
is sent to a buyer-seller interface during an Internet purchase.
In another implementation, a radio-frequency-identification
(RFID) chip is used to send an identifier to the buyer-seller
interface during a POS sale.
I0086 A variety of authentication procedures can be
implemented using a mobile phone-based approach. For
instance, a secure code can be entered by a buyer or a secure
identifier can be provided by the mobile phone and confirmed
by the buyer. Confirmation can be obtained using a message
sent and/or received at the mobile phone to confirm that a
particular transaction is appropriate. Such a message may
involve sending a confirmation text message from the phone,
and using that message at a control system (e.g., as in the
figures) to authenticate the transaction. Location-based mes
sages or simply data may be used to confirm that the mobile
phone is actually located at the point-of-sale.
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0087. The various embodiments described above are pro
vided by way of illustration only and should not be construed
to limit the invention. Based on the above discussion and

illustrations, those skilled in the art will readily recognize that
various modifications and changes may be made to the
present invention without strictly following the exemplary
embodiments and applications illustrated and described
herein. For instance, Such changes may include the imple
mentation of various components by different entities who
may or may not operate at arms length from one another.
Other embodiments and implementations are directed to the
combination of approaches described herein with the figures
and/or otherwise, as well as those described in the above

referenced provisional application and in the claims. In addi
tion, various embodiments are directed to a processor that
executes code to carry out the steps and/or functions as
described above, in connection with the figures or otherwise.
A corresponding embodiment is directed to a computer sys
tem that communicates with a remote seller/merchant point
of-sale device to receive buyer identification data, seller iden
tification data and a transaction amount, and to select and

implement one or more of a variety of disparate buyer and/or
seller accounts and related system using the received data.
Such modifications and changes do not depart from the true
spirit and scope of the present invention.
What is claimed is:

1. A Software-programmed computer interface circuit for
use in a system that facilitates electronic payment between
sellers providing goods or services to buyers paying for the
goods or services, the electronic payment being provided
between disparate, autonomous payment networks of the
buyers and sellers, the interface circuit comprising:
an electronic interface input circuit to receive, from a seller
point-of-sale device and over at least one of the autono
mous payment networks, sets of transaction data for
respective transactions, each set of transaction data
including a buyer identifier, a seller identifier, and a
transaction amount; and

a software-programmed computer routing circuit config
ured to execute an algorithm using the buyer identifier
and seller identifier to
route the sets of transaction data for certain ones of the

transactions to a payment network for settlement
between the buyer and seller, and
route the sets of transaction data for certain other ones of

the transactions to an electronic payment processing
system for executing electronic payment between a
payment network for the buyer and a disparate,
autonomous payment network for the seller.
2. The circuit of claim 1, wherein the software-pro
grammed computer routing circuit is configured to route the
sets of transaction data for certain ones of the transactions to

a payment network for settlement between the buyer and
seller by routing a set of transaction data to a single payment
network that processes the data to provide electronic payment
from the buyer to the seller.
3. The circuit of claim 1, wherein the software-pro
grammed computer routing circuit is configured to route the
sets of transaction data for certain other ones of the transac

tions to an electronic payment processing system that uses a
first payment network for the buyer and a disparate, autono
mous second payment network for the seller by routing a set
of transaction data to the first payment network to provide
electronic funds for the transaction, and routing a set of trans
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action data to the disparate payment network to facilitate the
payment of electronic funds to cover the transaction.
4. The circuit of claim 1, wherein the software-pro
grammed computer routing circuit is configured with
a plurality of software-based payment network interface
modules to electronically communicate with associated
payment networks using protocols specific to the asso
ciated payment network to which communications are
sent, and
a software-based control module to, for the sets of trans
action data received for each transaction,

use the transaction data to identify participant ID data
for at least one participant in the transaction,
retrieve business rules data electronically associated
with the participant ID data,
use the retrieved business rules data to select one of the

payment network interface modules to process elec
tronic payment for the transaction, and
control the selected payment network interface module
to electronically communicate payment data for the
transaction data to the module's associated payment
network, using protocols specific to the associated
payment network, to facilitate payment for the trans
action.

5. The circuit of claim 1, wherein the software-pro
grammed computer routing circuit is configured to select at
least one of the payment networks by executing an algorithm
using at least one of the buyer identifier and the seller iden
tifier to select a payment network independently from any
association between the seller identification data and the
selected network.

6. The circuit of claim 1, wherein the software-pro
grammed computer routing circuit is configured to select at
least one of the payment networks by executing an algorithm
using at least one of the buyer identifier and the seller iden
tifier to select a payment network that is different from a
payment network associated with the at least one of the buyer
identifier and the seller identifier.

7. A computer-implemented method for use in a system
that facilitates electronic payment between sellers providing
goods or services to buyers paying for the goods or services,
the electronic payment being provided between disparate,
autonomous payment networks of the buyers and sellers, the
method comprising
receiving, from a seller point-of-sale device and over at
least one of the autonomous payment networks, sets of
transaction data for respective transactions, each set of
transaction data including a buyer identifier, a seller
identifier, and a transaction amount;

routing the sets of transaction data for certain ones of the
transactions to a payment network for settlement
between the buyer and seller, and
routing the sets of transaction data for certain other ones of
the transactions to an electronic payment processing
system for executing electronic payment between a pay
ment network for the buyer and a disparate, autonomous
payment network for the seller.
8. The method of claim 7, wherein routing the sets of
transaction data for certain ones of the transactions to a pay
ment network for settlement between the buyer and seller
includes routing a set of transaction data to a single payment
network that processes the data to provide electronic payment
from the buyer to the seller.
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9. The method of claim 7, wherein routing the sets of
transaction data for certain other ones of the transactions to an

electronic payment processing system that uses a first pay
ment network for the buyer and a disparate, autonomous
second payment network for the seller includes
routing a set of transaction data to the first payment net
work to provide electronic funds for the transaction, and
routing a set of transaction data to the disparate payment
network to facilitate the payment of electronic funds to
cover the transaction.

10. The method of claim 7, further including
identifying, from each set of transaction data, participant
ID data for at least one participant in the transaction,
retrieving business rules data electronically associated
with the participant ID data,
using the retrieved business rules data to select one of a
plurality of software-based payment network interface
modules configured to electronically communicate with
associated payment networks using protocols specific to
the associated payment network to which communica
tions are sent, and

controlling the selected payment network interface module
to electronically communicate payment data for the
transaction data to the module's associated payment net
work, using protocols specific to the associated payment
network, to facilitate payment for the transaction.
11. A computer-readable storage medium for storing elec
tronic data that, when executed by a software-programmed
computer processor circuit, causes the processor circuit to
implement the following steps to facilitate electronic pay
ment between sellers providing goods or services to buyers
paying for the goods or services, the electronic payment being
provided between disparate, autonomous payment networks
of the buyers and sellers, the steps comprising:
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receiving, from a seller point-of-sale device and over at
least one of the autonomous payment networks, sets of
transaction data for respective transactions, each set of
transaction data including a buyer identifier, a seller
identifier, and a transaction amount;

routing the sets of transaction data for certain ones of the
transactions to a payment network for settlement
between the buyer and seller, and
routing the sets of transaction data for certain other ones of
the transactions to an electronic payment processing
system for executing electronic payment between a pay
ment network for the buyer and a disparate, autonomous
payment network for the seller.
12. A computer-implemented system that facilitates elec
tronic payment between sellers providing goods or services to
buyers paying for the goods or services, the payment being
provided between disparate payment networks of the buyers
and sellers and the buyers collectively using a plurality of
electronic buyer identifier types, each identifier type issued
for use with one or more payment networks, the system
comprising:
a plurality of electronic data interfaces to receive sets of
electronic transaction data, each data set including buyer
identifier data, seller identifier data, and data identifying
a transaction amount, each interface accepting data rep
resenting a respective subset of the buyer identifier
types; and
a software-programmed computer routing circuit config
ured to route the sets of electronic transaction data from

the plurality of interfaces to a routing circuit that routes
the transaction data to an electronic payment network
that is different from the one or more payment networks
for which the electronic identifier type is issued.
c

c

c

c

c

